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Abstract
The parabolic-hyperbolic form of the constraints is integrated numerically.
The applied numerical stencil is 4th order accurate (in the spatial directions)
while ’time’-integration is made by using the method of lines with a 4th or-
der accurate Runge-Kutta scheme. The proper implementation of the applied
numerical method is verified by convergence tests and monitoring the relative
and absolute errors determined by comparing numerical and analytically known
solutions of the constraints involving boosted and spinning vacuum black hole
configurations. The main part of our investigations is, however, centered on con-
struction of initial data for distorted black holes which, in certain cases, have
non-negligible gravitational wave content. Remarkably the applied new method
is unprecedented in that it allows to construct initial data for highly boosted
and spinning black holes, essentially for the full physical allowed ranges of these
parameters. In addition, the use of the evolutionary form of the constraints is
free from applying any sort of boundary conditions in the strong field regime.
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2
1 Introduction
This paper is to report on the first systematic numerical integration of the parabolic–
hyperbolic form of the constraints [1] in studying single black hole configurations in
the four dimensional vacuum case. The proper implementation of the evolutionary
form of the constraints and the applied numerical method was verified by restricting
attention first to stationary black hole configurations. Considerably large part of our
investigations was devoted to the construction of initial data for distorted black hole
configurations. The latter type of initial data is expected to come with some amount
of gravitational wave content.
The constraint equations were solved using the method of lines, with a finite
differences discretization in the directions cognate to the spatial ones and a Runge-
Kutta ‘time’-integrator in one of the spatial directions playing the role of ‘time’.
The numerical accuracy applied in both spatial and ‘temporal’ directions was of 4th
order. The employed numerical scheme enabled us to solve the constraints in two
alternative ways: using a full and a deviations based formalisms. In the applied
numerical algorithm the evolutionary equations were solved on a cubical subset of
the t = 0 slice of the auxiliary Minkowski background of the Kerr-Schild black hole.
This t = 0 slice—that is horizon penetrating and going out to spacelike infinity—
was covered by Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) arranged such that the (pointlike or
ringlike) singularity of the pertinent Kerr-Schild black hole was always confined to
the z = 0 plane. In particular, the spin was assumed to be aligned with the z-axis,
whereas (as indicated in Fig.1) the speed and the displacement were aligned with the
x- and y-axis, respectively.
Our numerical results were tested against analytically known data using L2 norms,
as well as the absolute and relative errors as accuracy indicators. It turned out that
even the strictest, or in some sense the most sensitive, criteria based on the use of
relative errors confirmed the appropriateness of our numerical setup. In particular, the
numerical solutions were in good agreement with the analytic ones, up to a few percent
apart from a close vicinity of the singularity. Regarding the time efficiency of our
numerical computations, the deviations formulation was found to be superior to the
full setup thus it will be favorable to use the deviation based scheme in constructing
initial data for black hole binaries.
In applying both the full and deviation based formulations the functional de-
pendence of the constrained variables was monitored for a wide range of black hole
configurations. These were supplemented by convergence tests and a large variety of
error indicators of the constrained variables which provided an adequate measure of
the appropriateness of the applied numerical schema. To have a better understanding
of the investigated vacuum black hole initial data specifications some gauge invariant
quantities were also depicted.
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The most important property of the applied method–ensured by the use of the
parabolic-hyperbolic form of the constraints–is that, in contrast to other proposals
(see, e.g. [2–9] and references therein), our method does not require using any sort
of assumption, e.g. some boundary data on the constrained fields, in the strong field
regime. Indeed, in the applied new formalism the constrained variables emerge ev-
erywhere, in particular in the vicinity of the singularity, by solving the pertinent
evolutionary system.
It is worth stressing that the combination of the parabolic-hyperbolic formulation
of the constraints and the applied numerical method was found to be capable of inves-
tigating black holes even when their spin and speed were close to the maximal values
of their physically adequate ranges. Despite the great efforts invested in constructing
initial data for highly spinning black holes within the conformal approach [10,11], up
to now, merely some boost-restricted black hole initial data could be deduced [12]. As
opposed to this, to our best knowledge, our proposal is the first one which essentially
comes without any limitation on the physical range of the allowed boosts.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the theoretical background
of the undertaken problem. In particular, the parabolic-hyperbolic form of the con-
straints, along with the applied basic variables, is recalled briefly. Some useful set
of variables, with a definite conformal weight, is introduced in Section 2.2. Applying
these variables the parabolic-hyperbolic equations are recast and their full and devi-
ations based forms are given explicitly. Section 3 is to introduce our numerical setup.
Sections 4 and 5 contain a detailed discussion on the code accuracy tests and solu-
tions of the constraint equations within the full and deviation based formulations, for
single non-distorted and distorted black holes, respectively. Section 6 is to summarize
our results, while in the Appendix some of the more technical numerical expressions,
including the explicit form of the applied derivative operators are presented.
2 The theoretical background
2.1 The parabolic–hyperbolic form of the constraints
Recall first that, in the vacuum case, the initial data consists of a Riemannian metric
hij and a symmetric tensor field Kij, both given on a three-dimensional manifold Σ
[13,14]. These fields are not free, they are subject to the Hamiltonian and momentum
constraints, which—for the conventional choice of variables—are known to form a
quasi-linear elliptic system [15, 16]. Nevertheless, whenever Σ can be foliated by the
level surfaces of a smooth function ρ : Σ → R, i.e. by a one-parameter family of
homologous two-surfaces Sρ, for a suitably chosen set of dependent variables, the
constraints happen to form a parabolic–hyperbolic system [1]. Indeed, using the
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scalar, vector and tensor projections
hij = γ̂ij + n̂in̂j , (2.1)
Kij = κ n̂in̂j + [n̂i kj + n̂j ki] +Kij , (2.2)
of the fields hij and Kij, along with the decomposition of the unit normal to the Sρ
level surfaces
n̂i = N̂
−1
[ ρi − N̂ i ] (2.3)
—given in terms of the ‘lapse’ N̂ and ‘shift’ N̂ i of an arbitrary but fixed ‘time evolu-
tion’ vector field ρi, satisfying the relation ρi∂iρ = 1— the Hamiltonian and momen-
tum constraints can be written as [1] (see also [17–19])
?
K [ (∂ρN̂)− N̂ l(DˆlN̂) ]− N̂2(DˆlDˆlN̂)−A N̂ − B N̂3 = 0 , (2.4)
Lnˆki − 12 Dˆi(Kll)− Dˆiκ+ Dˆl
◦
Kli + N̂
−1 ?K ki + [κ− 12 (Kll) ] ˙ˆni − ˙ˆnl
◦
Kli = 0, (2.5)
Lnˆ(K
l
l)− Dˆlkl − N̂−1
?
K [κ− 1
2
(Kll) ] + N̂
−1 ◦Kkl
?
Kkl + 2 ˙ˆnl kl = 0 , (2.6)
where Kll and
◦
Kij denote the trace γ̂klKkl and trace free part Kij − 12 γ̂ijKll of Kkl,
Dˆi stands for the covariant derivative operator associated with γˆij and ˙ˆnk = nˆlDlnˆk =
−Dˆk(ln N̂), and the notation
?
Kij =
1
2
Lργˆij − Dˆ(iN̂j), (2.7)
?
K = 1
2
γˆijLργˆij − DˆjN̂ j , (2.8)
A = (∂ρ
?
K)− N̂ l(Dˆl
?
K) + 1
2
[
?
K
2
+
?
Kkl
?
Kkl ], (2.9)
B = −1
2
[
R̂ + 2κ (Kll) +
1
2
(Kll)
2 − 2klkl −
◦
Kkl
◦
Kkl
]
(2.10)
was applied.
Recall that (2.4) stands for the Hamiltonian constraint and it is a Bernoulli-
type parabolic partial differential equation in those subsets of Σ where
?
K can be
guaranteed to be strictly positive or negative. Whenever this happens equation (2.4)
is uniformly parabolic such that ρ plays the role of ‘time’ and ρi gets indeed to be a
‘time evolution’ vector field (for more details see [1]). It is also important that the
subsystem (2.5)–(2.6) comprises a first order symmetrizable hyperbolic system that
is also linear in the dependent variables ki and Kll [1].
More importantly, the coupled parabolic–hyperbolic system (2.4)–(2.6) possesses a
well-posed initial value problem for the dependent variables N̂ ,ki,Kll that can always
be solved locally [1]. Note also that in virtue of (2.4)–(2.6) the variables N̂ ,ki,Kll are
subject to the constraints whereas the remaining four fields N̂ i, γ̂ij,κ,
◦
Kij are freely
specifiable throughout Σ.
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2.2 The constraints in new variables
In solving the parabolic–hyperbolic system (2.4)–(2.6) we shall use foliation of Σ by
planes. For this reason it turns out to be rewarding to apply a reference flat metric
qab on R2 determined as [20]
qab = q(a qb) , q
ab = q(a q b) , qaeqeb = δ
a
b (2.11)
in terms of a complex dyad
qa = (dx)a + i (dy)a , q
a = (∂x)
a + i (∂y)
a , (2.12)
which is normalized as
qa qa = 2 , q
aqa = 0 . (2.13)
Consider now the contraction
L = qa1 . . . qaw La1...aw , (2.14)
where La1...aw is a totally symmetric traceless tensor field on R2. L can be seen
to be a conformal weight w function on R2. Using the standard complex structure
defined there, analogs of the ð and ð operators can be defined by making use of
the torsion free covariant derivative operator associated with qab. This is indeed the
partial derivative operator ∂a with respect to the chosen Descartes type coordinates
(x, y)—corresponding also to the holomorphic coordinate x+ i y—on R2 defined as
∂ L = qbqa1 . . . qas ∂bL(a1...as) , (2.15)
∂ L = qbqa1 . . . qas ∂bL(a1...as) . (2.16)
This, along with the relation qi = (∂x)i + i (∂y)i, implies, in particular, that for
any symmetric tensor field tij the contractions qiqjtij and qiqjtij can be evaluated as
qiqjtij = txx + tyy, (2.17)
qiqjtij = txx − tyy + 2 i txy . (2.18)
In proceeding note first that the complex dyad qa defined merely on a ρ = const
level surface can be extended onto the other ρ = const level surfaces by Lie dragging
qa along the ρ-streamlines. If this is done, for instance, the metric γ̂ab, induced on
the ρ = const level surfaces, can be decomposed throughout Σ as
γ̂ab = a qab +
1
2
[
b qa qb + b qaqb
]
, (2.19)
where
a = 1
2
γ̂ab q
a qb (2.20)
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is a positive (conformal-weight zero) function on the ρ = const level surfaces, whereas
the contraction
b = 1
2
γ̂ab q
aqb (2.21)
is a (conformal-weight 2) function.
The inverse γ̂ab metric can then be given as
γ̂ab = d−1
{
a qab − 1
2
[
b qa qb + b qaqb
]}
, (2.22)
where
d = a2 − bb (2.23)
is equal to the determinant det(γ̂ab) of γ̂ab as det(qab) = 1.
2.2.1 The full form of the constraint equations
Following the generic procedure applied in [20, 21] conformal-weighted variables, as
collected in Table 1, can be introduced. This section is to give the explicit form of
the parabolic–hyperbolic form of the constraints by making use of these variables.
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notation definition spin-weight
a
1
2
qi qj γ̂ij 0
b
1
2
qiqj γ̂ij 2
d a2 − bb 0
k qiki 1
A qaqbCeab qe = d−1
{
a
[
2ða− ðb]− b ðb} 1
B qaqbCeab qe = d−1
{
aðb− bðb} 1
C qaqbCeab qe = d−1
{
aðb− b [2 ða− ðb]} 3
R̂ 1
2
a−1
(
2R− {ðB− ðA− 1
2
[
CC− BB ] } ) 0
N̂ N̂ 0
N qiN̂i = qiγ̂ijN̂ j 1
N˜ qiN̂ i = qi γ̂ijN̂ j = d−1(aN− bN) 1
K γ̂klKkl 0
◦
Kqq qkql
◦
Kkl 2
◦
Kqq qk ql
◦
Kkl = (2a)
−1[b
◦
Kqq + b
◦
Kqq ] 0
?
K
?
K ll = γ̂
ij
?
Kij 0
?
Kqq qiqj
?
Kij =
1
2
{
2 ∂ρb− 2 ðN+ CN+ AN
}
2
?
Kqq qk ql
?
Kkl = a
−1{d · ?K+ 1
2
[b
?
Kqq + b
?
Kqq ] } 0
Table 1: The most fundamental conformal-weighted quantities applied in (2.24)–(2.30)
below. Note that as the metric qab is flat its scalar curvature R, in the expression for R̂,
vanishes.
By applying the above introduced conformal-weighted variables the parabolic-
hyperbolic system (2.4)–(2.6) reads as
?
K
[
∂ρN̂− 12N˜
(
∂N̂
)− 1
2
N˜
(
∂N̂
)]− 1
2
d
−1N̂2
{
a
[
∂∂N̂−B(∂N̂)− b(∂2N̂)
− 1
2
A
(
∂N̂
)− 1
2
C
(
∂N̂
)]
+ “CC ”
}
−AN̂− BN̂3 = 0 ,
(2.24)
∂ρk− 12N˜
(
∂k
)− 1
2
N˜
(
∂k
)− 1
2
N̂
(
∂K
)
+ fk = 0 , (2.25)
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∂ρK− 12N˜
(
∂K
)− 1
2
N˜
(
∂K
)− 1
2
N̂d−1
[
a
(
∂k+ ∂k
)− b(∂k)− b(∂k)]+ FK = 0 .
(2.26)
In equations (2.24)–(2.26) the source terms, fk, FK, and the coefficients, A, B, are
smooth functions of the dependent and freely specifiable variables—these are N̂, K,
k and a, b, N̂, κ,
◦
K, respectively,—and the ∂, ∂ and ρ-derivatives of the freely
specifiable variables. Their explicit forms can be given as
fk =− 12
[
k
(
∂N˜
)
+ k
(
∂N˜
)]− (κ− 1
2
K
)
∂N̂ (2.27)
+ N̂
(
−∂κ+ N̂−1 ?Kk− qi ˙̂nl ◦Kli + qiD̂l
◦
Kli
)
,
FK =14 N̂d
−1
[
2aBk− b (Ck+Ak)+ “CC ”] (2.28)
− d−1
[(
ak− bk)∂N̂+ “CC ”]+ [ ◦Kij ?Kij − (κ− 12K) ?K] ,
A = ∂ρ
?
K− 1
2
N˜
(
∂
?
K
)− 1
2
N˜
(
∂
?
K
)
+ 1
2
(
?
K2 +
?
Kkl
?
Kkl
)
, (2.29)
B =− 1
2
[
R̂ + 2κK+ 1
2
K2 − d−1 (2akk− bk2 − bk2)− ◦Kkl ◦Kkl] , (2.30)
where the explicit forms of some of the terms abbreviated in (2.27)–(2.30) read as
qi ˙̂nk
◦
Kki = − 12(N̂d)−1
[
a (∂ N̂)
◦
Kqq + a (∂N̂)
◦
Kqq¯ − b (∂N̂)
◦
Kqq¯ − b (∂N̂)
◦
Kqq
]
,
(2.31)
qiD̂k
◦
Kki =
1
2d
(
a∂
◦
Kqq + a∂
◦
Kqq¯ − b∂
◦
Kqq¯ − b∂
◦
Kqq
)
+
b
2d
(
A
◦
Kqq +C
◦
Kqq¯
)
− a
4d
(
3B
◦
Kqq + 3B
◦
Kqq¯ +A
◦
Kqq¯ +C
◦
Kqq
)
+
b
4d
(
C
◦
Kqq +A
◦
Kqq¯ +B
◦
Kqq¯ +B
◦
Kqq
)
,
(2.32)
◦
Kij
?
Kij = 1
4
d
−2
{
2
◦
Kqq¯
[(
a
2 + bb
) ?
Kqq¯ − a
(
b
?
Kqq + b
?
Kqq
) ]
+
[ ◦
Kqq
(
a
2 ?Kqq + b2
?
Kqq − 2ab
?
Kqq¯
)
+ “CC ”
]}
, (2.33)
?
Kij
?
Kij = 1
4
d
−2
[
?
Kqq
(
a
2 ?Kqq + b2
?
Kqq − 4ab
?
Kqq¯
)
+ “CC ”
]
+ 1
2
d
−2(a2 + bb)
?
K
2
qq¯ ,
(2.34)
◦
Kij
◦
Kij = 1
4
d
−2
{[ ◦
Kqq (a2
◦
Kqq + b2
◦
Kqq − 4ab
◦
Kqq¯ ) + “CC ”
]
+ 2 (a2 + bb)
◦
K
2
qq¯
}
.
(2.35)
2.2.2 Solving the constraints in terms of deviations
Note that some of the constrained fields, as well as some of the freely specifiable vari-
ables, blow up at the ring singularity–confined to the z = 0 plane—of the considered
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Kerr black holes. Thereby, it turned out to be rewarding to investigate the evolution
of the deviations
∆N̂ = N̂−(A)N̂, ∆K = K−(A)K, ∆k = k−(A)k (2.36)
of the dependent variables N̂, K, k from some analytic background ones (A)N̂, (A)K,
(A)
k. In the case of a single black hole configuration the most obvious choice for
(A)N̂, (A)K, (A)k is the one that can be deduced from the Kerr-Schild form of the Kerr
black hole. As it is verified in Section 5, the desired regularization occurs when these
decompositions are substituted into (2.24)–(2.26) and into the source terms fk and
FK.
In deriving the evolution equations ∆[(N̂)E], ∆[(K)E], ∆[(k)E] for the deviations we
shall use the following simple observations. Denote by (N̂)E, (K)E and (k)E the left
hand sides of (2.24)–(2.26), respectively. Analogously, denote by (N̂,A)E, (K,A)E and
(k,A)E the left hand sides of (2.24)–(2.26) when they are evaluated at their analytically
known background values (A)N̂, (A)K, (A)k, respectively. These expressions can be seen
to be related as
(N̂)E = (N̂,A)E + ∆[(N̂)E], (K)E = (K,A)E + ∆[(K)E], (k)E = (k,A)E + ∆[(k)E] (2.37)
and our task is to solve these equations for the deviations ∆N̂, ∆K and ∆k.
Below the explicit forms of ∆[(N̂)E], ∆[(K)E], ∆[(k)E] are given. Note that they all
are quasilinear and homogeneous in the differences ∆N̂, ∆K, ∆k that are the chosen
dependent variables in the present setup.
∆[(N̂)E] =
?
K
[
∂ρ∆N̂− 12N˜
(
∂∆N̂
)− 1
2
N˜
(
∂∆N̂
)]
− 1
2
d
−1
{(
∆N̂2 + 2(A)N̂∆N̂
) [
a
(
∂∂∆N̂−B(∂∆N̂))
− b
(
∂
2
∆N̂− 1
2
A
(
∂∆N̂
)− 1
2
C
(
∂∆N̂
))
+ “CC ”
]
+
(
∆N̂2 + 2(A)N̂∆N̂
) [
a
(
∂∂
(A)N̂−B(∂(A)N̂))
− b
(
∂
2(A)N̂− 1
2
A
(
∂
(A)N̂)− 1
2
C
(
∂
(A)N̂
))
+ “CC ”
]
+
(A)N̂2
[
a
(
∂∂∆N̂−B(∂∆N̂))
− b
(
∂
2
∆N̂− 1
2
A
(
∂∆N̂
)− 1
2
C
(
∂∆N̂
))
+ “CC ”
]}
−(A)A∆N̂
−(A)N̂3∆B −
(
∆N̂3 + 3(A)N̂∆N̂2 + 3(A)N̂2∆N̂
)(
∆B +(A)B
)
, (2.38)
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where
A = (A)A, (2.39)
∆B = B −(A)B =− κ∆K− 1
4
(
∆K2 + 2(A)K∆K
)
+ 1
2
d
−1
[
2a
(
∆k∆k+
(A)
k∆k+ ∆k
(A)
k
)
− b
(
∆k2 + 2
(A)
k∆k
)
− b
(
∆k2 + 2
(A)
k∆k
) ]
. (2.40)
∆[(k)E] = ∂ρ∆k− 12 N˜
(
∂∆k
)− 1
2
N˜
(
∂∆k
)
− 1
2
[
∆N̂
(
∂∆K
)
+
(A)N̂
(
∂∆K
)
+ ∆N̂
(
∂
(A)K
)]
+ ∆fk , (2.41)
where
∆fk = fk −(A)fk = −12
[
∆k
(
∂N˜
)
+ ∆k
(
∂N˜
)]
+ 1
2
[
∆K
(
∂∆N̂
)
+ ∆K
(
∂
(A)N̂
)
+
(A)K
(
∂∆N̂
)]− κ (∂∆N̂)− (∂κ)∆N̂+ ?K∆k
+ 1
2
d
−1
[
a
(
∂∆N̂
) ◦
Kqq + a
(
∂∆N̂
) ◦
Kqq¯ − b
(
∂∆N̂
) ◦
Kqq¯ − b
(
∂∆N̂
) ◦
Kqq
]
+
(
qiD̂l
◦
Kli
)
∆N̂ (2.42)
and the explicit form of qiD̂l
◦
Kli is given by (2.32).
Finally,
∆[(K)E] = ∂ρ∆K− 12N˜
(
∂∆K
)− 1
2
N˜
(
∂∆K
)
− 1
2
d
−1
{
∆N̂
[
a
(
∂∆k+ ∂∆k
)
− b(∂∆k)− b(∂∆k)]
+
(A)N̂
[
a
(
∂∆k+ ∂∆k
)
− b(∂∆k)− b(∂∆k)]
+ ∆N̂
[
a
(
∂
(A)
k+ ∂
(A)
k
)
− b(∂(A)k)− b(∂(A)k)]}+ ∆FK ,
(2.43)
where
∆FK = FK −(A)FK =14d−1
{
∆N̂
[
2aB∆k− b (C∆k+A∆k)
+ 2aB
(A)
k− b
(
C
(A)
k+A
(A)
k
)
+ “CC ”
]
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+
(A)N̂
[
2aB∆k− b (C∆k+A∆k)+ “CC ”]}
− d−1
[ (
a∆k− b∆k) (∂∆N̂+ ∂(A)N̂)
+
(
a
(A)
k− b(A)k
)
∂∆N̂+ “CC ”
]
+ 1
2
?
K∆K . (2.44)
Note that in the considered single black hole case the Kerr-Schild metric provides
us an ideal analytically known background, thereby, the vanishing of ∆[(N̂)E], ∆[(K)E]
and ∆[(k)E] is equivalent to the vanishing of the left hand sides (N̂)E, (K)E and (k)E
of (2.24)–(2.26), provided that the variables (A)N̂, (A)K, (A)k are chosen to take their
Kerr-Schild form.
If, in addition, the freely specifiable background and initial-boundary data are
synchronized, i.e. both are deduced by making use of the very same Kerr-Schild
solution, then the fields ∆N̂, ∆K and ∆k all vanish throughout Σ as they vanish at
the boundary and initial data surfaces, and, in addition, the deviation equations are
at least linear and homogeneous in the basic variables ∆N̂, ∆K and ∆k. Therefore,
the physically interesting cases arise whenever the freely specifiable background data
on Σ and the initial-boundary data for the fields ∆N̂, ∆K and ∆k on the boundary
of Σ does not completely match. Note that the latter is also freely specifiable but
only on the boundary of Σ.
Indeed, in most of our numerical simulations the latter type of distorted Kerr
black hole configurations were investigated. The discrepancies in the choices made
for the freely specifiable background data and for the initial-boundary data were
tuned in a wide range, from tiny to considerably large discrepancies. This way it
is demonstrated that numerical solutions of the parabolic–hyperbolic form of the
constraints can be determined, with considerably high accuracy, even for extreme
circumstances when the yielded data is supposed to store considerably large amount
of gravitational radiation.
2.3 Black holes in their Kerr-Schild form
Our numerical investigations are centered on single black hole configurations. These
are either exact Kerr-Schild black holes or distorted ones.
A Lorentzian metric gαβ is of the Kerr-Schild type if it is of the form
gαβ = ηαβ + 2H`α`β , (2.45)
or equivalently, in inertial coordinates (t, xi) adapted to the background Minkowski
metric ηαβ, it can be given as
gαβ dx
αdxβ = (−1 + 2H`02) dt2 + 4H`0`i dtdxi + (δij + 2H`i`j) dxidxj , (2.46)
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where H, apart from singularities, is a smooth function on R4 and `α is null with
respect to both gαβ and ηαβ. In particular, for `α = gαβ`β = ηαβ`β the relations
gαβ`α`β = η
αβ`α`β = −(`0)2 + `i`i = 0 and `β∂β `α = 0 hold.
The induced metric and the extrinsic curvature on a t = const hypersurface in
(R4, gαβ) can be written as [21]
hij = δij + 2H`i`j , (2.47)
N−1Kij = − `t [∂i(H`j) + ∂j(H`i)] +N−2∂t(H`i`j)
+ 2H`t`k∂k(H`i`j)−H(`i∂j`t + `j∂i`t) , (2.48)
where N = 1/
√
1 + 2H (`t)2.
The most general stationary axisymmetric asymptotically flat vacuum black hole,
i.e. the Kerr black hole does also possess the Kerr-Schild form with
H =
r3M
r4 + a2z2
and `α =
(
1,
r x+ a y
r2 + a2
,
r y − a x
r2 + a2
,
z
r
)
, (2.49)
where the Boyer-Lindquist radial coordinate r is related to the spatial part of the
inertial coordinates xi = (x, y, z) as
x2 + y2
r2 + a2
+
z2
r2
= 1 . (2.50)
The ADM mass, centre of mass, linear and angular momenta of asymptotically flat
solutions can be determined by applying asymptotic expansions. In particular, for
the Kerr black hole, given by (2.49) and (2.50), the ADM mass is M , the centre
of mass is represented by the origin of the background Euclidean space, the linear
momentum vanishes (the latter means that the black hole is at rest with respect to
the background reference frame), while the ADM angular momentum is ~J = aM~ez,
where the unit vector ~ez points to the positive z direction.
2.4 Boosted and spinning black holes
The most important advances related to the use of the above form of the Kerr black
hole come with the form-invariance of the Kerr-Schild metric under Lorentz transfor-
mations. More concretely, if a Lorentz transformation
x′α = Λαβ xβ (2.51)
is performed, the metric retains its distinguished form g′αβ = ηαβ + 2H ′`′α`′β, where
H ′ = H ′(x′α) and `′β = `′β(x′ε) are given as
H ′(x′α) = H
(
[Λαβ]
−1x′β
)
, (2.52)
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`′β(x
′ε) = Λαβ `α
(
[Λεϕ]
−1x′ϕ
)
. (2.53)
As boosts and rotations are special Lorentz transformations it is straightforward
to construct moving and rotating black holes with preferably oriented speed and spin
by performing a suitable sequence of boosts and rotations starting with a Kerr black
hole.
To provide a simple example start with a Kerr black hole that is at rest with
respect to some reference system x′α. Then, H(xα) and `α(xε), relevant for a black
hole that is displaced by distance d in the positive y direction and moving with
velocity 0 < v < 1 in the positive x direction of a reference system xα, are obtained
by substituting x′ = γ x− γv t, y′ = y − d and z′ = z into
H =
r′3M
r′4 + a2z′2
and (2.54)
`β = (γ `
′
0 − γv `′1, γ `′1 − γv `′0, `′2, `′3) , (2.55)
where γ = 1/
√
1− v2, while `′β and r′ are determined by the primed variant of (2.49)
and (2.50), respectively,
`′β =
(
1,
r′x′ + ay′
r′2 + a2
,
r′y′ − ax′
r′2 + a2
,
z′
r′
)
. (2.56)
Asymptotic expansions, in accordance with the transformations performed, verify
that for the considered displaced, boosted and spinning black holes the ADM mass,
centre of mass, linear and angular momenta can be given as γ M , ~d, γ M ~v and
γ M{~d×~v+ a~ez}, respectively, where ~d = d~ey, ~v = v ~ex, and the unit vectors ~ex and
~ey are aligned to the positive x and y directions, respectively.
2.5 The applied initial–boundary value problem
In returning to our parabolic–hyperbolic system (2.4)–(2.6) recall that the level sur-
faces Sρ have not been fixed yet. As in most of the numerical approaches the initial
data surface Σ is chosen to be a sufficiently large but compact subset of R3 we shall
also adopt such a scheme here. In order to ensure the product structure of the ini-
tial data surface Σ ≈ R ×S—this is essential for the evolutionary setup proposed
in [1]—the leaves of the foliations have to be diffeomorphic to a closed disk in R2.
Accordingly, we may ensure Σ to be a compact subset in R3, which, however, requires
the parabolic-hyperbolic system (2.4)–(2.6) to be solved as an initial-boundary value
problem. It is important that if (2.4) is uniformly parabolic well-posedness of such
an initial-boundary value problem is guaranteed (see, e.g. [22]). Note, however, that
this requires a suitable splitting of the boundary of Σ into disjoint subsets on which
the initial and boundary values can be specified, respectively.
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Here we choose Σ to be a cube centered at the origin in R3—covered by the
Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z)—and with edges 2A (see Fig. 1), which for sufficiently
large value of A contains the black hole with a reasonable size of margin.
Figure 1: (color online). The initial data surface Σ is chosen to be a cube centered at the origin
in R3 with edges 2A. It will be argued below that initial data are to be specified on the horizontal
squares, with z = ±A, bounding the cube from above and below, whereas boundary values have to
be given on the complementary part of the boundary comprised by four vertical squares.
Before splitting the boundary of Σ, consisting of six squares, into suitable parts
where initial and boundary values are to be specified recall that (2.4) is uniformly
parabolic only in those subsets of Σ, where
?
K is strictly negative or positive. Indeed,
it is the sign of
?
K that decides whether the coupled system (2.4)–(2.6) evolves in
the positive or negative ρ-direction. It propagates aligned with the vector field ρi for
positive
?
K, while anti-aligned for negative
?
K.
Restrict now considerations to a Kerr-Schild black hole with displacement, speed
and spin—as indicated in Fig. 1—aligned parallel to the x, y and z-axes, respectively.
Consider then a foliation of Σ by z = const level surfaces, and determine the function
?
K using (2.8). A direct calculation verifies then that
?
K can be given as the product
of a strictly negative function and the z-coordinate. This means that
?
K is positive
everywhere below the z = 0 plane while it is negative above that plane. This behavior
is verified by plotting
?
K = const level surfaces for a specific choice of physical param-
eters in Fig. 2. It is clearly visible that the
?
K = const level surfaces get concentrated
in a neighborhood of the singularity while the absolute value of
?
K is increasing. Note
also that the ring-like singularity of the considered Kerr black hole is always confined
to the z = 0 plane.
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Figure 2: (color online).
?
K = const level surfaces are depicted in the y−d < 0 half of the cube with
edges 2A = 100. The parameters of the considered Kerr-Schild black hole are: M = 1, d = 20, v = 0.9
and a = 0.99. The positive and negative
?
K = const level surfaces are well separated by the z = 0
plane that also coincides with
?
K = 0 level surface.
Then, for a black hole arranged as indicated in Fig. 1, the evolutionary equations
(2.4)–(2.6) are well-posed on the disjoint domains, Σ+ and Σ−, above and below the
z = 0 plane. In particular, they can be solved by propagating initial values specified
on the horizontal z = ±A squares, along the z-streamlines, meanwhile the z = const
‘time’ level surfaces approach the orbital plane from above and below. The boundary
values are to be given on the four vertical sides of the cube (see Fig. 1). As the fields
N̂ , ki and Kll are developed on the z > 0 and z < 0 domains, denoted by Σ+ and
Σ−, separately, provided that they exist up to the z = 0 plane, their proper matching
there, at their common Cauchy horizon, is of fundamental importance.
The first important payback of the specific choice we made for the freely specifiable
part of the data comes now. Indeed, for the considered class of black hole configura-
tions, the auxiliary metric (2.45), with constituents given by (2.54)-(2.56), possesses
a z → −z reflection symmetry which guarantees that the solutions obtained within
Σ+ and Σ− separately will match at z = 0. Notably, using deviations of the fields
N̂ , ki and Kll from some suitably chosen analytic background ones, an argument—
analogous to the one applied in [23] to verify that (at least) C2 solutions exist on the
closure of the union of Σ+ and Σ−—can be used to show that solutions to the consid-
ered initial-boundary value problems exist on the closure of Σ+ and Σ− separately.
To verify the existence of at least C2 solutions the argument in the Supplementary
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material of [23] can be repeated. In particular, the constrained fields can be shown to
possess well-defined values (apart from the ‘ring singularity’) in the z → 0 limit, and
that the fields N̂ , ki and Kll, and at least their first two z-derivatives match through
the z = 0 plane.
3 The applied numerical method
As reported in the previous sections the constraint equations are treated in two alter-
native forms—in their full, (2.24)–(2.35), and in their deviation based, (2.38)–(2.44),
forms. In both cases the corresponding sets of equations were solved numerically. To
this end, the complex variables k and ∆k, as well as the quantities associated with
them through fk and ∆fk, were split into their real and imaginary parts. For the
variables, the split resulted in k = k1 + i · k2 and ∆k = ∆k1 + i · ∆k2. Moreover,
as indicated in Section 2.5, we applied a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z). Read-
ers interested in some of the technical terms of the applied numerical schema should
communicate with the Appendix of the present paper.
As explained in Section 2.1, in the full form of the constraints the set of dependent
variables is F = {k1,k2,K, N̂}. In the form based on deviations the set of basic
variables reads as F∆ = {∆k1,∆k2,∆K,∆N̂}. These variables will frequently be
referred to as constrained variables. In both cases the equations relevant for k1, k2
andK (or ∆k1, ∆k2 and ∆K) form a first order symmetric hyperbolic system, whereas
the equation for N̂ (or ∆N̂) is parabolic. The background analytic variables applied
in the deviation setup will collectively be referred to as (A)F = {(A)k1,(A)k2,(A)K,(A)N̂}.
Both setups, the full and deviation based ones share the freely specifiable variables
Ff = {a,b, κ,N, ◦K} (for their definitions see Table 1).
The time integration of the parabolic-hyperbolic form of the constraint equations
was performed on a cubical grid (x, y, z) centered at the point (0, 0, 0) using the
method of lines using a 4th order accurate Runge-Kutta scheme. Each of the systems
of PDEs was discretized in the (x, y)-plane with 4th (and next to the edges 6th) order
accurate derivatives whose explicit expressions can be found in the Appendix.
The initial-boundary value problem was solved in two halves of the cubical region,
separately. As explained in more details in Subsection 2.5, the cubical region was
bounded by the xMIN = yMIN = zMIN = −A and xMAX = yMAX = zMAX = A
planes. The initial data was specified at corresponding parts of the z = −A ≡ zMIN
and z = A ≡ zMAX planes such that the boundary data was specified at the vertical
boundaries of the cubical region.
The actual value of A applied in our numerical computations was 10, i.e. we had
xMIN = yMIN = zMIN = −10 and xMAX = yMAX = zMAX = 10. This choice meant
that the length of edges of the squares which bounded the cubical region was either
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10M or 20M , where M denotes the mass of the black hole located in the investigated
three-dimensional domain. A uniform grid was applied in the x and y directions.
Almost exclusively, the number of the grid points in each of these directions was
Nx = Ny = 30 corresponding to the grid spacing hx = hy = 2029 . Computations
involving big boosts in integrating the full form of the constraints required the use of
a much finer grid in the x and y directions in order to achieve the desired accuracy.
In doing so in this exceptional case we used a grid with spacing hx = hy = 511 ,
corresponding to Nx = Ny = 45.
The use of a much finer discretization in the z direction was required by the
parabolic character of the equations for N̂ and ∆N̂. The stability criterion, which
interrelates the involved spatial grid spacing and the ‘time’-integration step size, for
the parabolic equations is more severe than the conventional Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy
(CFL) condition for the hyperbolic equations. Indeed, this dominated the relative
sizes of the integration steps for the investigated hyperbolic-parabolic systems. In
both of the considered cases the parabolic equations required [24]
hz 6 C ·
[
min (hx, hy)
]2
, (3.1)
where hz stands for the ‘time’-integration step in z and C = 12
?
KN̂−1. Since N̂ is
of the order of unity, C ∼ ?K, whose behavior is indicated in Fig. 2. The minimal
absolute value of
?
K on the consecutive z = const level surfaces,
?
Kmin, tends to zero
as z = 0 is approached. Since it bounds the integration step size in z—see (3.1)—the
use of an adaptive z-step size turned out to be rewarding with hz = 0.1 ·
?
Kmin. It is
important to keep in mind that
?
K, and hence hz, strongly depend on the values of
the black hole’s boost. Typically, for medium values of the speed, i.e. close to 0.5,
the value of hz initially (close to zMAX or zMIN) was of the order of 10−4, whereas it
was required to be of the order of 10−7 close to the central z = 0 level surface. The
value of hz decreased even more significantly as the integration along z-streamlines
proceeded—increasing thereby the computational time considerably—for black holes
with large boosts.
3.1 The initial-boundary data specifications
As discussed in Section 2.3 the initial-boundary data for the variables F and F∆ were
specified on the faces of the computational domain. They were given by referring
to the four physical parameters, the mass M , angular momentum a, boost v and
displacement d of a single black hole in its Kerr-Schild form (see Section 2.3 and [23]).
The considered black holes were either non-spinning or with spin parallel to the
z direction. Boosts and displacements were aligned with the x and y directions,
respectively. A sketch of the black hole location in the computational domain was
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shown in Fig. 1 and discussed in more detail in Section 2.5. Due to this arrangement
the central singularity was either pointlike for a Schwarzschild black hole or ringlike
for a Kerr black hole confined in both cases to the z = 0 plane.
The physically adequate ranges of the black hole parameters are: a ∈ [0,M ],
v ∈ [0, 1], while M and d are restricted only by the size of the grid so that its
boundary does not have any common points with the event horizon. Naturally, it
is desirable to place the black hole in an appropriate distance from the boundary in
order to guarantee that this boundary is located in the weak field regime. The spins
and displacements will be given as relative values, in units of the particular black
hole’s mass.
In the full setup the initial-boundary values and the freely specifiable variables
were synchronized such that both referred to the same Kerr-Schild black hole. In the
deviation setup, the information on a black hole was embedded within the background
functions set(A)F . The initial-boundary variables values in this case ought to be equal
to zero in principle, as the idea behind this formulation is that on the boundary the
solution does not deviate from the assumed Kerr-Schild form. Since the single black
hole cases are analytic solutions of the formulated set of equations, the deviations
vanish within the whole computational domain, what was indeed observed during
numerical calculations. Nevertheless, when the initial-boundary and the freely speci-
fiable parts of the data are mismatched a distorted black hole is generated. Of course,
deviations were assumed to be small. It allowed to draw conclusions on the accuracy
and appropriateness of the deviation code and on physical implications stemming
from the proposed formulation of the problem.
3.2 Error quantifiers
The formulation of the undertaken problem in the full form has the advantage that
the outcomes of the numerical computations can be compared with the analytically
known expressions. To this end, as well as to check the correctness of the deviation
setup, a set of error quantifiers was used.
The overall accuracy of the numerical method can be estimated as
F = Fa +O(hn), (3.2)
where Fa = {k a1 ,k a2 ,Ka, N̂a} are the analytically known variables in the full setup.
They are equal to the background variables in the deviation setup, Fa = (A)F . The
quantity h ≡ max(hx, hy, hz) is the biggest integration step and n is the lowest order
of accuracy of the employed numerical methods. In the case of considering the global
truncation error (what is reasonable because of having exact analytic results), n was
equal to 4.
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As a semi-global measure of the accuracy the two-dimensional L2 (Euclidean)
matrix norm
wwFwwL2 =
√√√√ N∑
i,j=1
∣∣Fij∣∣2 (3.3)
is applied, where the N × N matrix Fij stands for the grid values, on a z = const
slice, of either of the variables F − Fa or F∆.
Point-wise errors of specific constrained variables were also monitored via the
absolute
Eabs(F) =
∣∣F − Fa∣∣ (3.4)
and relative
Erel(F) =
∣∣F − Fa∣∣∣∣Fa∣∣ (3.5)
errors.
The convergence of the numerical program was tested with semi-global error esti-
mations on two grids of different resolutions made against analytically known expres-
sions. The convergence rate of the code was defined by
C (F) = log−1
(
h<
h>
)
log
(wwFww<L2nwwFww>L2n
)
(3.6)
where h stands for hx = hy and the two-dimensional normalized L2 (Euclidean) matrix
norm is wwFwwL2n = 1√Nx ·NywwFwwL2 (3.7)
with
wwFwwL2 defined by (3.3). The superscripts < and > indicate whether the par-
ticular quantity is related to a grid of a higher or lower resolution, respectively. The
outcomes of convergence tests for two single black hole cases are shown in Fig. 3.
Regarding the facts that the applied spatial numerical stencil is 4th order accurate
and the ’time’-integration proceeds with the 4th order accurate Runge-Kutta scheme,
the semi-global convergence rate is close to 4 up to about the event horizon of a black
hole, as expected.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3: The z-dependence of the convergence rates for (a) Schwarzschild black hole
withM = 1, v = 0.7, d = 3M and (b) Kerr black hole withM = 1, a = 0.3M , v = 0.6,
d = 5M . The spacings of the two employed grids were h< = 5
11
and h> = 20
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. Thick
black vertical lines are to indicate the location of event horizons in the z-direction.
4 Integration of the full form of the constraints
4.1 Verifications of the applied numerical schema
As it has already been mentioned in Sections 2.2.2 and 3.2 the Kerr-Schild form of
a single black hole is an exact solution to Einstein equations. This fact provides an
excellent opportunity to test both the numerical algorithm and the code implementa-
tion, as the outcomes of computations can be compared to analytically known data.
This allows to replace the conventional convergence tests by more robust numeri-
cal verifications. The scanning of the parameter ranges of the computational grid,
which were the integration steps in x and y directions and the coefficient Cz defining
the integration step in the z direction, led to an optimal set of values as listed in
Section 3. They ensured satisfactory outcomes of the numerical computations, as
described below, in a reasonable computational time.
Comparisons between numerical and analytic results were performed for a wide
range of Schwarzschild and Kerr black holes, with various displacements—chosen such
that the event horizons were reasonably away from the boundary of the computational
domain—while choosing the boosts and spins parameters from their entire admissible
ranges. In the present section, a set of representative examples will be introduced en-
abling us to draw conclusions concerning the performance of the employed numerical
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setup.
Figs. 4 and 5 depict the L2 norms—as defined in (3.3)—of differences between
numerical and analytical values of the constrained variables versus z for several single
black holes. It is visible that the norms increase as the slice z = 0 is approached, what
is expected due to the fact that this surface contains a black hole singularity, in the
vicinity of which the numerical solution fails to be reliable. Moreover, a comparison
between the plots 4c-d with 5a-b, respectively, verifies that for smaller black holes the
norms are smaller. However, if one wishes to refer the computational accuracy to the
event horizon z-location, the computations for bigger black holes are more accurate
at the respective z.
The choice of the black hole parameters as such does not seem to have significant
influence on the performance of the numerical results. Accordingly, the proposed
method seems to be very robust, without any intrinsic limitations regarding the phys-
ical parameters of the examined objects. The performance of the numerical schema
was sensitive to the applied boost in the sense that a finer grid was required by higher
values of the applied boost. The behavior of the z-step in the case of a highly boosted
and highly spinning black hole in comparison with a black hole with a smaller boost
is shown in Fig. 6. The proposed parabolic-hyperbolic formulation of the initial data
along with the proposed numerical treatment enabled us to investigate black holes
of arbitrarily large spins and boosts. Values of a and v close to the upper bounds
of their admissible ranges do not decrease the accuracy of numerical computations.
However, as has already been mentioned in Section 3, big boosts enforced a smaller
hz, as well as required smaller x and y grid spacings. This increased the computa-
tional time considerably when the full form of the equations was integrated. This
time-inefficiency was overcome by using the deviations form of the constraints, as it
will be demonstrated in Section 5.1.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4: The z-dependence of L2 norms of matrices representing differences be-
tween the numerically obtained and analytic values of the variables, F − Fa, for
(a) a Schwarzschild black hole with M = 1, (b) a Kerr black hole with M = 1,
a = 0.3M , as well as boosted and displaced (c) Schwarzschild black hole with M = 1,
v = 0.7, d = 3M and (d) Kerr black hole with M = 1, a = 0.3M , v = 0.6, d = 5M .
Thick black vertical lines are to indicate the location of event horizons in the z-
direction.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5: Plots analogous to the ones in Fig. 4, for boosted and displaced
(a) Schwarzschild black hole with M = 0.5, v = 0.7, d = 3M and (b) Kerr black
hole with M = 0.5, a = 0.3M , v = 0.6, d = 5M .
Figure 6: The logarithm of the adaptive z-step size, hz, versus z is plotted for a highly
boosted, highly spinning and displaced Kerr black hole with parameters M = 1,
a = 0.99M , v = 0.99, d = 3M and for a black hole characterized by the same set
of parameters but with a smaller speed v = 0.6. Thick black vertical lines are to
indicate the location of event horizons of the black holes in the z-direction.
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The inspection of absolute errors—determined by comparing the corresponding
numerical and analytic values (3.4)—on some specific z = const slices enabled us to
determine the domain of reliability of the applied numerical scheme. Figs. 7 and 8
are to show the absolute errors on a z = const slice, which corresponds to a quarter
of the particular black hole’s event horizon, rH . The errors are bigger for smaller
black holes, due to the fact that their event horizon is located at smaller z values.
The critical threshold Eabs (F) = 10 · hn, which stems from (3.2) and is equal to
2.262 in our case, was not crossed within the region of calculations. It means that
the accuracy of the overall numerical approach is of the 4th order as expected in the
entire considered computational domain.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: Absolute values of differences between numerical and analytic values of
the indicated variables, Eabs (F), at z = 14rH for (a) a Schwarzschild black hole with
M = 1 and (b) a Kerr black hole with M = 1, a = 0.3M , v = 0.6, d = 5M .
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(a) (b)
Figure 8: Plots analogous to the ones in Fig. 7, for boosted and displaced
(a) Schwarzschild black hole with M = 0.5, v = 0.7, d = 3M and (b) Kerr black
hole with M = 0.5, a = 0.3M , v = 0.6, d = 5M .
The most severe accuracy check was performed by monitoring the relative errors
of the numerically obtained data with respect to the analytic ones (3.5). The cor-
responding results are shown in Figs. 9–12 by depicting the values of the relative
errors on various z = const level surfaces—in particular, at the location of the black
hole event horizon and at a half of that value—for several black holes. On each of
these plots the thin white color line indicates the accuracy equal to 1%. Likewise
the above-discussed absolute error, the point-wise relative errors are bigger for black
holes with smaller mass, but this is rooted in the fact that the grid was not made finer
for these smaller black holes and the errors were investigated at slices corresponding
to smaller z values. The errors are again bigger for boosted black holes.
It is worth emphasizing that the relative error as such is very sensitive to the
absolute value of the variable present in the denominator (see the definition (3.4))
which in the present case was the analytic value of the investigated variable. Thus,
a part of the relatively big values of the error, especially visible along the almost
vertical line for Erel (k1) and an arc in the region of x < −2.5 for Erel (K), is related
to small values of the respective constrained functions there, rather than yielded by
the inappropriateness of the numerical solution. This observation is confirmed by the
fact that the absolute error discussed above does not indicate any sort of undesirable
behavior in these regions. It is worth underlying that the relative error test provided
an extremely robust verification of the accuracy of the applied numerical code.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9: Relative errors of the constrained variables, Erel (F), are indicated at (a) z =
rH and (b) z = 12rH , for a Schwarzschild black hole with M = 1. The thin white lines
are to indicate the error threshold at which Erel (F) = 0.01.
(a) (b)
Figure 10: Plots analogous to the ones in Fig. 9, for a displaced and boosted Kerr
black hole with M = 1, a = 0.3M , v = 0.6, d = 5M .
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(a) (b)
Figure 11: Plots analogous to the ones in Fig. 9, for boosted and displaced
Schwarzschild black hole with M = 0.5, v = 0.7, d = 3M .
(a) (b)
Figure 12: Plots analogous to the ones in Fig. 9, for boosted and displaced Kerr black
hole with M = 0.5, a = 0.3M , v = 0.6, d = 5M .
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4.2 Single black hole solutions in the full schema
After performing the above-described tests of the applied numerical code, the con-
straints were solved for specific choices of the physical parametersM , v, d and a. The
corresponding constrained variables are shown in Fig. 13.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 13: The constrained variables, F , are depicted for black holes with M = 1
and (a) v = 0.7, d = 3M , (b) a = 0.3M , (c) a = 0.3M , v = 0.6, d = 5M .
In Fig. 14 some gauge independent quantities characterizing the obtained initial
data are plotted. These are N̂
√
d, K + κ, the determinant of the three-dimensional
metric tensor of the slice, dethij, and the trace of its extrinsic curvature, trKij.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 14: The gauge independent quantities N̂
√
d, K + κ, dethij and trKij are
plotted for black holes with physical parameters as listed in the caption of Fig. 13.
5 Integration of the deviation form of the constraints
5.1 Verifications of the applied numerical schema
The accuracy of our approach based on deviations was checked by solving the parabolic-
hyperbolic constraints while examining distorted black holes as it was outlined in Sec-
tion 3.1. By a distorted black hole initial data we mean a solution of the parabolic-
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hyperbolic form of the constraints such that the complete set of the freely specifiable
variables on the entire initial data surface and the initial-boundary values of the con-
strained variables are deduced from slightly different Kerr-Schild black hole solutions.
The size of the corresponding discrepancies characterizes the strength of distortion.
Figs. 15 and 16 present the L2 norms of the variables as functions of the z-
coordinate in the case of Schwarzschild and Kerr black holes, for which the parameters
of discrepancies were chosen to be displacement and boost, respectively. Several val-
ues of these parameters of the discrepancies were examined, ranging between 10−7
and 10−1, what collectively served as a specific sort of a convergence test of the ap-
plied numerical method. In both cases the deviations remained small and of the same
order of magnitude as the integration along z proceeded. Moreover, their values were
smaller as the parameters of discrepancies were chosen to be smaller. This implies
that the numerical solution tends to the analytic one as the distortion decreases. The
above two observations prove the accuracy of the numerical code prepared for the
deviation form of the constraints.
The tests were also carried out for a highly boosted and highly spinning black
holes. The plots of the L2 norms analogous to the ones discussed above for a selected
representative case of this type are presented in Fig. 17. These results verify that
the method is accurate also for extreme values of physical parameters of the involved
black holes, as the deviations also remain small within the entire domain. Moreover,
in contrast to the full form case discussed in Section 4.1, the computations involv-
ing big boosts do not require the use of a significantly denser grid in the x and y
directions. This is due to the fact that there are no big gradients in the constrained
functions, what enforced using a denser grid in order to get a satisfactory accuracy of
the derivatives when using the full form of the parabolic-hyperbolic equations. Con-
sequently, the z-step is not required to decrease as extremely as in the full case while
the z-integration is performed. Thus, the time of computations remains comparable
to the cases involving smaller boosts. This observation justifies the superiority of the
deviations formulation over the full form of the constraints in practical use. A com-
parison of the z-steps for the ’time’-integration within the full and deviations forms
of the constraint equations is shown in Fig. 18.
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Figure 15: The z-dependence of the logarithm of the L2 norms of deviations, F∆, for
a distorted Schwarzschild black hole. The background, (A)F , corresponded to a black
hole with M = 1, while the initial-boundary data for the deviations corresponded
to a displaced black hole with the same mass. The investigated displacements d are
listed on each plot. Thick black vertical lines are to indicate the location of the event
horizon of the background black hole in the z-direction.
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Figure 16: The z-dependence of the logarithm of the L2 norms of deviations, F∆, for
a distorted Kerr black hole. The background, (A)F , corresponded to a black hole with
M = 1 and a = 0.4, while the initial-boundary data for the deviations corresponded
to a boosted black hole with the same mass and spin. The investigated boosts v are
listed on each plot. Thick black vertical lines are to indicate the location of the event
horizon of the background black hole in the z-direction.
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Figure 17: The z-dependence of the logarithm of the L2 norms of deviations, F∆,
for a distorted highly boosted and highly spinning black hole. The background, (A)F ,
corresponded to a black hole with M = 1, a = 0.99 and v = 0.99, while the initial-
boundary data for the deviations corresponded to a displaced black hole with the same
mass, spin and boost and d equal to 10−4M . Thick black vertical lines are to indicate
the location of the event horizon of the background black hole in the z-direction.
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Figure 18: The logarithm of the adaptive z-step size, hz, versus z is depicted for
a highly boosted, highly spinning and displaced Kerr black hole with M = 1, a =
0.99M , v = 0.99, in the deviations formulation of the constraints with d = 10−4M
and their full form with d = 3M . Thick black vertical lines are to indicate the location
of the event horizon of the background black hole in the z-direction.
Projections of the constrained functions deviations from the respective Kerr-Schild
solution recorded on the z = const slices corresponding to rH and 140rH for the above-
discussed distorted black holes with the values of the discrepancy parameters equal
to 10−4 are shown in Figs. 19 and 20. The corresponding results relevant for the case
of a highly boosted and highly spinning black hole are presented in Fig. 21.
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(a) (b)
Figure 19: The deviations, F∆, for a distorted Schwarzschild black hole within the
setup described in the caption of Fig. 15 with the displacement d equal to 10−4 at
(a) z = rH and (b) z = 140rH .
(a) (b)
Figure 20: The deviations, F∆, for a boosted Kerr black hole within the setup de-
scribed in the caption of Fig. 16 with the boost v equal to 10−4 at (a) z = rH and
(b) z = 1
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rH .
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(a) (b)
Figure 21: The deviations, F∆, for a highly boosted and highly spinning black hole
within the setup described in the caption of Fig. 17 at (a) z = rH and (b) z = 140rH .
5.2 The study of distorted black holes configurations
The constrained variables of the deviation form of the constraints are shown for two
distorted black holes in Fig. 22. Different values of the deviating parameters lead to
the same distribution of the functions, differing only in their order of magnitude.
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(a) (b)
Figure 22: The deviations, F∆, for distorted black holes with (a) background func-
tions (A)F corresponding to M = 1 and the deviated initial-boundary data related
with the same M parameter and d = 10−7M and (b) background functions (A)F cor-
responding to M = 1, a = 0.4M and the deviated initial-boundary data related with
the same M and a parameters and v = 10−7.
Linearized versions of the gauge invariant quantities, i.e. ∆N̂
√
d + N̂∆
√
d and
∆K + ∆κ, together with dethij and trKij, are depicted in Fig. 23. The quantities
∆
√
d and ∆κ denote differences between the particular freely specifiable functions
of the two analytic solutions of the constraints that correspond to pure Kerr-Schild
black holes – the distorted initial-boundary and background ones.
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(a) (b)
Figure 23: Quantities ∆N̂
√
d + N̂∆
√
d, ∆K + ∆κ, dethij and trKij for black holes
with parameters listed in the caption of Fig. 22.
6 Conclusions
This paper is to present results concerning the numerical integration of the parabolic-
hyperbolic form of the constraints as applied to single vacuum black hole configura-
tions. The parabolic-hyperbolic form of the constraints was used in two alternative
approaches. In the full form and in their deviations based form. In either case the
constraints were solved as an initial-boundary value problem using the analytically
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known Kerr-Schild black holes as reference solutions.
In the case of the full form of the parabolic-hyperbolic system the accuracy of
our code was tested against analytically known initial data relevant for single non-
distorted vacuum Kerr-Schild black holes. As accuracy indicators we used L2 norms,
absolute and relative errors. The tests revealed that the developed code is capable
to be used in investigating black holes—with high precision, up to a few percent in
the entire domain of integration apart from a small neighborhood of the singularity—
even though they possess arbitrarily large spins and boosts. Our numerical code was
found as expected to be 4th order accurate. In particular, the accuracy of the code
in applying it in the deviations based formalism was checked via tracing the order
of magnitude of the deviations for distorted black holes, which is expected to remain
small within the entire domain if the initial-boundary distortion is chosen to be small.
It turned out that it is indeed the case, verifying thereby the appropriateness of the
algorithm applied in the deviations based form.
The numerical integration of the constraints turned out to be much more effective
in the form based on deviations. This confirmed our expectations–based on some
analytic arguments–that there have to occur (fortunate) regularizations in some of
the coefficients blowing up at the Cauchy horizon in the full setup. As a direct
consequence of this some of the calculations were considerably less time-consuming
in the deviations based case. In particular, the deviation method turned out to be
significantly more time efficient–in comparison to the full setup–when highly boosted
black holes were involved. This observation is of crucial importance concerning the
construction of initial data for black hole binaries–which are in the forehead of our
coming investigations–in applying the evolutionary form of the constraints.
As already indicated the combination of the parabolic-hyperbolic form of the
constraints and our numerical methods allowed us to investigate black holes with spins
and boosts taking values from their entire physically allowed domains. In particular,
the applied numerical method is capable of investigating black holes possessing spin
and speed close to the maximal values of their physically allowed ranges.
The most important new feature provided by the applied initial-boundary value
formulation of the parabolic-hyperbolic form of the constraints is that it does not
require the use of boundary conditions in the strong field regime, i.e. in the vicin-
ity of the singularity of the Kerr-Schild black hole. This is in contrast to all the
alternative methods, e.g. those based on the elliptic (or conformal) method, as the
‘time’-integration of the underlying parabolic-hyperbolic system determines the val-
ues of the constrained variables in the strong field regime explicitly.
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Appendix: The explicit form of the derivative opera-
tors
As mentioned in Section 3, our numerical implementation required the use of an
appropriate coordinate system in solving the constraint equations in their parabolic-
hyperbolic form. In doing so Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) were used, along with the
following representation of partial derivatives operators:
∂ρ → ∂z ,
∂ → ∂x + i ∂y ,
∂¯ → ∂x − i ∂y , (A.1)
∂¯∂ → ∂ 2x + ∂ 2y ,
∂∂ → ∂ 2x − ∂ 2y + 2 i ∂x∂y ,
∂¯∂¯ → ∂ 2x − ∂ 2y − 2 i ∂x∂y .
These operators were used in an algebraically equivalent rephrased form of the applied
system of parabolic-hyperbolic equations such that they involved only real variables,
real coefficients and real source terms.
The first and second x and y derivatives of the variables were calculated numeri-
cally using stencils sketched in Fig. 24. In the inner part of the z = const slices, i.e.,
apart from the grid points next to the boundary, the fully centered 4th order accurate
derivatives calculated on symmetric stencils I and III were used
∂xF
∣∣
i,j
=
1
12hx
(
F∣∣
i−2,j − 8F
∣∣
i−1,j + 8F
∣∣
i+1,j
−F∣∣
i+2,j
)
, (A.2)
∂ 2xF
∣∣
i,j
=
1
12h 2x
(
−F∣∣
i−2,j + 16F
∣∣
i−1,j − 30F
∣∣
i,j
+ 16F∣∣
i+1,j
−F∣∣
i+2,j
)
, (A.3)
∂ 2xyF
∣∣
i,j
=
1
144hxhy
[
8
(
F∣∣
i+1,j−2 + F
∣∣
i+2,j−1 + F
∣∣
i−2,j+1 + F
∣∣
i−1,j+2+
−F∣∣
i−1,j−2 −F
∣∣
i−2,j−1 −F
∣∣
i+1,j+2
−F∣∣
i+2,j+1
)
+
+F∣∣
i−2,j−2 + F
∣∣
i+2,j+2
−F∣∣
i+2,j−2 −F
∣∣
i−2,j+2 +
+64
(
F∣∣
i−1,j−1 + F
∣∣
i+1,j+1
−F∣∣
i+1,j−1 −F
∣∣
i−1,j+1
)]
, (A.4)
where i and j number the gridpoints in x and y directions, respectively.
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Figure 24: Stencils used in calculations of first (I and II) and second (III–V) x- and
y-derivatives of variables.
The vicinity of the boundary enforced using asymmetric stencils II, IV and V,
together with the 6th order accurate derivatives, which in the case of the forward,
forward-forward and forward-centered versions, are
∂xF
∣∣
i,j
=
1
60hx
(
−2F∣∣
i−5,j + 15F
∣∣
i−4,j − 50F
∣∣
i−3,j+
+100F∣∣
i−2,j − 150F
∣∣
i−1,j + 77F
∣∣
i,j
+ 10F∣∣
i+1,j
)
, (A.5)
∂ 2xF
∣∣
i,j
=
−1
180h 2x
(
13F∣∣
i−5,j − 93F
∣∣
i−4,j + 285F
∣∣
i−3,j+
−470F∣∣
i−2,j + 255F
∣∣
i−1,j + 147F
∣∣
i,j
− 137F∣∣
i+1,j
)
, (A.6)
∂ 2xyF
∣∣
i,j
=
1
3600hxhy
(Ξ−5 − 7.5Ξ−4 + 25Ξ−3 − 50Ξ−2 + 75Ξ−1+
−38.5Ξ0 − 5Ξ1) , (A.7)
where for forward-forward
Ξk = 4F
∣∣
i+k,j−5 − 30F
∣∣
i+k,j−4 + 100F
∣∣
i+k,j−3 +
−200F∣∣
i+k,j−2 + 300F
∣∣
i+k,j−1 − 154F
∣∣
i+k,j
− 20F∣∣
i+k,j+1
(A.8)
and for forward-centered
Ξk = 2F
∣∣
i+k,j−3 − 18F
∣∣
i+k,j−2 + 90F
∣∣
i+k,j−1 +
−90F∣∣
i+k,j+1
+ 18F∣∣
i+k,j+2
− 2F∣∣
i+k,j+3
. (A.9)
The backward, backward-backward and backward-centered versions of the above re-
lations require a reversing of signs.
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